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AssrRAsr

Single-crystal neutron-diftaction data were collected over the tempraftre ftrnge 3Lll73 K on a pyrope crystal from the
Dora Maira Massif, Western Alps, Italy. The snrdy expands the strucure analysis of synthetic end-member pyrope previously
performed with X-ray single-crystal diftaction overawide tonpemnrre range. The neuton nuclearscattering allows a more accurate
definition ofthe atomic displacement parameten and their temperanue dependence. The problems involved in the characterization
of the atomic displacement parameters in gamet -inerals, and especially in pyrope, have implication for the conect interprctation
of the physical and thermodynamic properties of the garnet strucaue. The present analysis of the atomic displacement p,roperties
by the higher cumulants model in the Gram-Charlier series approximation shows that the anhamonic contribution to the dynamic
part ofthe magnesium site .lisplacement is significant above 7fi) K No evidence is found for stafic site disorder in the dodecahedral
Mg site by refinenent with split-aton models, and the intercept at 0 K re.sulting from linear interpolacion of the higb-temperatre
harmonic displacement coefrcients is not statistically significant- The refinement of high-order displacement-tensor components
resuls in simificantly lower figures of merit in the whole explored tenperatue range.

Keywords: pyrope, neutron diftaction, rnhamonicity, crystal strucfirre, Dora Maira ma.ssif, Italy.

Souraenr

Des donn6es de diftaction neuhotrique ont 6t6 obtenues sur un cristal unique de pyrope provenant du massifde Dora Mairz,
dans les Alpes Occidentales, en ltalie, sur un intervalle de temfrature entre 30 et 1,173 K. Notre 6tude s'ajoute i I'analyse
strucorrale ant6rieure d'un 6cbantillon synth6tique depyrop parditrraction X, aussi effecnr6e srn un large intervalle rle temperaarre.
La dispersion des neutrons par les nucldi permet une ddfinition plus pr6cise de.s paramBtres de ddplacements atomiques et de leur
d6pendance sur Ia temffra$re. Les probldmes qu'implique la caract6risation de ces param0tres clans les mindraux du groupe du
grenat, et plus particuliercment le pyrope, ont des irylications pour I'interp'retation comce des propri6te physiques et thermodynamiques
de la structure des grenats. Notre analyse das propri6tAs das ddplacements atomiques par la m6thode des cumulants de degr6 plus
6lev6.lans l'approximation de la s6rie de Gram{harlier montre que la contribution anharmonique i la partie dynamique du
ddplacement du site du meqn€sium e.st importante e une temp6ra$re supdrieure i 7@ K. Nous ne Fouvons aucune indication de
d6sordre de position statique dans le cas du site dod6ca€drique du Mg, suite i nos efFnements de moddles ) atomes "divis6s";
I'intercepte a 0 K r6sultant de l'inlerpolation lin6aire des coefficients de d6placement harmonique i temffrature ebv6e n'est pas
statistiquement significafive. I- affinement des composantes de degr6 6lev6 des tenseurs de ddplacement a donn6 une am6lioration
simificative de la figure de merite sur I'intervalle complet de temp€rature.

(Ibaduit par La R&laction)

Mots-cUs: pyrope, ditrection neutronique, anhamsaisitd, .g,t"6rp gri5talline, massif de Dora Maira, Italie.

IlrnopucnoN

A substantial mormtofwo'rkhasbee,lrdevotedo gunet-
group minerals in the past. They are important phases in
high-pressure and high-temperature metamorphic and
igneous assemblages, and several features oftheircrystal

chemistry and physical propertias castdisquieting shadows
upon our ability to int€rFet the details of the crystal sttrcfl:re
of a garnet at a fundamental level.

Unresolved problems, for example, concern the ther-
modynamic properties of garnet solid-solutions (Crassey
l9Sl,Geiga et al.1987,Berman 1990, Koziol & Bohlen
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1992), especially along the pyrope - grossular, pyrope -
almandine, almandine-spessartine, and almandine-grossula
joins. The debated non-ideality of these solid solutions
(Ungareni et oI. 1995), in particular those involving the
pyrope component, could in principle depend on structural
subsitedisorder Aenann 1962, Cressey 1981, Hofueister
& Chopelas 1991, Pilati et aI.1996), on non-harmonic
vibrational behavior of the cations in the dodecahedral
site (Winkler et al. l99l), on cation clustering at a local
level (Ganguly alal 1993), oron thenon lineadeformation
of the Xpolyhedron (Qtartrui et aJ. 1995). It is remarkable
that most authors fail to reproduce and interpret in detail
the experimenal observations in some garnetend-members,
pyrope and almandine in particular. Thepoblems concern
either the anomalously high heat capacity observed at low
temperature (Kieffer 1980, Haselton & Westrum 1980,
Hofineister & Chopelas 1991), or the anomalously large
alomic displacementparameters of theMg and Fe cations
observed by diffraction methods, and not reproducible
by simulations of lanice dynamics Qatel a aL 191, Winkler
et al. l99L,Platr et al. 1996).

The crystal structure of pyrope M$AIzSisO17,,Ia34
Z= 8) bas been thoroughly inve*igated by X-ray ditfraction
Q.emann &Znmann 196 I, Gibbs & Smith 1965, Meagher
1975,Armbruster et aL 1992, Ambruster & Geiger 1993,
Sawada 193) and FTIR spectroscopy (@rger et aL l992).
All structural sudies performed af low orhighte,mperafirre
failed to reveal any evidence ofsubsite Mg disorder, but
instead indicate large anisotropy of the Mg harmonic
vibration. The recent study of Pavese et al. (1995)
considerably extended the temperahre range investigated
with single-crystal X-ray diffraction, and the findings
support these conclusions. Rnthermore, itpresents evidence
of weak anharmonic vibrational effecs of the Mg cation
at high temperature. Most authors now seem to agree on
the "dynamic" nature of the disorder of the Mg atom in
pFope, though there still are claims that a model based
on statistical subsite disorder can adequately explain the
anomalous experimental features observed @lJaa et aL
1996).

We bave undertaken asingle-crystal neutrondiftaction
sody of pyrope overawide temperarure range, in an atte, pt
to obtain solid experimental evidence for the posnrlated
anharmonic behavior of Mg in pyrope. In addition, this
study is intended to charactetize the dependencies of
displacements of the nuclei on temperature ili a means
of distinguishing between static and dynamis disorder of
atoms in the structure.

Selpt-e

Available neutron beams are much weaker than
X-ray beam fluxes available at laboratory or advanced
sources, in terms of total flux at the sample. It is therefore
necessary to perform diftaction experiments at reactors
orpulsedneuton sourceswithrelativelylrgesinglecrysals.
Crystals of synthetic pyrope crnnot be grown witl
volrrmes larger than 0. L mm3 at present. This is about one

order of magnitude less than the minimrrm single-crystal
volume useftrl for neufron diftaction from anhydrous
compounds. We therefore had to rely on large natural
single crystals of pyrope. TheDoraMairapyrope (Chopin
1984, Schertl et al. l99I), which occurs as megablasts
in high-grade blueschist rocks, is the only reported
occurrence of pyrope with a small amount of almandine
md grossula as solid-solution components. The megablass,
up to 10-20 cm in size, are composed of a pyrope manix
s6atqining abundant inclusions of other mineral phases,
mainly muscovite, staurolite, and kyanite.

Prior to data collection, thick slides of the composite
megablasts were checked forcrystal quality using texture
analysis on a Huber 5-circle powder diftactometer. Details
of the texture analysis have been reported previously
(Amisano Canesi et al. 1994). Acrystal of 2.83 x2.87 x
3.02 mm3 was finally extracted from the center of a
slab cut through the megablasts.

Electron-probe micro-analysis on different areas'of
the pyrope matrix close to the region of crystal extraction
resulted in the formula (Mgo.s2Feo.osCao.og)AlzSigOrz,
and indicated a remarkable chemical homogeneity of the
matrix crystal.

Epnnnrn-rer

C olle ction of ne utron- diflrattion data

Neutron-diffraction intensity data were collected at
30, 100 and 293 K at the Neutron Research l,aboratory
Studsvik, Sweden, andat295,773,973, and 1173 K
at the High Flux Beam Reactor, Brookhaven National
Iaboratory Brookfiaven, New York; the same crystal was
used for all experiments.

The required low temperature was obtained using a
CTI Cryogenics two-step closed-cycle He cooler, installed

TABLE I. DPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS FOR COLLFCTION OF
SINGLE{RYSTAL NzuTRON.DIFFRACTION DATA AT VARIOUS

TEMPERATT'RFS AND DETAIIJ OF REFINEMENT

T(K) 30 t00 2931 295j 295" 773 973 lt73

m-o.hl. 6(D0) 6\220) clt22o) BdlW2) Bq0o2) B{002) B{002) 8{002)
r(A) - l2ts0 12150 t2Ls0 t.0452 LoK2 t.046.2 Lo62 t.046'2
€[u(A) ll.44l 11.442 11.450 11.455 1r.457 ll.5l2 11536 11.559
@Eode ?}-20 dr-20 ?>-20 ?r-20 6-20 7D-2O 6-20 7E-2O
@@gle 2.5'* 2.0'A 2-5'* 1.555+ 1555+ lJ55+ 1.555+ lJ55+

3.0o il* 2.50 *i 3.0" *+ Z855tg€ 2.t55190 2t55tS0 2.855t90 2t5ns0
t@ (sho/t) 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88
'!|@rcfl 584 609 610 1435 Eol 82 840 848
indEp.id- 210 216 214 254 254 255 257 EA
R@sins 0.019 0.010 0.009 0.011 0.932 0.030 0.m3 0.C37
us€drcIt 'n 39 4@ M 956 787 ,{89 501 477

td rs. 0.0194 0.01, 0.0135 0.0185 0.t3t2 0.t26 0.@04 0.0280
w 0.02t6 0.0t42 0.0145 0.0194 0.t3t2 0.0293 0.t309 0.t297
,iP tr 0.614 0.V242 o.tnl 0.0242 o.MlO 0.G46 0.0361 0.0330
URF 0.t314 o.mn 0.024[ 0.02l.3 0.A427 0.936a 0.0376 0.0354

' olleaio of rcftrae d@ d|@ toryqtue withcu fue o eyoce
*' dds @Ilerti@ dt@ Eqqffi with thrqydrl iEidetheEi@frd@.
F. wwgod rellerti@ usrd iu the refi!ffi @ h tie @ge 0.83 < [Ftobryfl@b)l
< 120 in qdq to @lude wk uobsved rcf,eim
ffi hcLdhgthitd- ed ftuth<dq coeftcid of displ@ t@s@
Q 2O<40' i .  * t  20>40".
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on a four-chcle Huber diftactometer. The temperature
stability and accuracy are estimated to be within tl K
sf ths agminal yaluss.

The required high temperatures were attained by a
prototype miror furnace designed by one of us (RKM),
and carefully calibrated forthis experiment. Thefumace
is composed of an evacuated gold-coated aluminum
ellipsoid- Theradiation emiuedby ahalogen lamp located
on one focus is totally reflected to the other focus, where
the crystal is locatedand zupported by athin ceramic pole.
The crystal and the Pt-Rh thermocouple are actually
surrounded by a sphoicalTi chamberof 1.5 cmin.liamef€r,
and the spac€ between the crystal and theTl wall is filled
by alumina powder. The materials arormd the crystals were
used to reduce the temperature gradients in the crystals
due to heatflow along the ceramic holder. Thetempe,lafiue
stability during data collection *as within +2 K and the
maximrm gradient across tle crystal at the highest
temperature was about 15 K. Details of the collection of
expedmental dm re listed in Table l. Analytical absorption
corrections were performed on the diftaction data.

Stntctare refinement

The strucuue refinementatdifferent temperafures was
carried outusing alocally mdified version of theUPALS
system of comput€rprograms (Lundgren 1982), thot allows
testing of different extinction models and application of
thehighercumulants analysis of the atomic displacement
parameters. TWo sets of refinements were carried out in
parallel for each data-set. One structure refinement used
the integrated intensities extracted wil6 ifis senysntional
integration tecbniques, whereas the other structure refine-
mentusedtheintensities extract€dby an especiallydevel@
profile-fiting technique, which includes proper treahent
of backgroud, exclusion of diffiaction effects from multiple
scattedng, and correction for tuncation ofpeak tail @avese
& Artioli 1996). The nvo refinements gavs 1afts1 similar
sftuctrral resulb, becarse ofthe good quality ofthe collected
profiles even at the highest temperatures; by employing
the profile-fitting metho4 it was possible to retrieve a
larger number ofweak reflections partly overlapped by
the powder-diffraction lines of the furnace materials
(aluminum, titanium, corundum). The lafter refinement
therefore includes a larger number of observable data,
and the estimated standard deviations of the refined
paftrmeters are reduced by a factor'tn the range 2V25Vo.
The following discussion is based on the results of
refinements carried out on the profile-fitted intensities.
The agreement indices for merging of equivalent
reflections are shown in Thble 1, and allow an evaluation
of the intemal consistency of each data-sel Theunmerged
reflection data-sets were actually used in the least-squares
fitting procedures, since residual absorption effects, due
to conditioning chambers and depending on thecollection
angles, led to equivalent reflections that were not fully
comparable. Moreover, the use, in the refinements, of a
cutoffbased on FJF"agreement" warranted the exclusion

TABLE 2,

T(K) 30 293. 295. ?9s.. m

Al(0'0'0) (l' = Pz- fu; F"- 0" - F")

0.4243) 0.34(2) 0.61(2) 0.53(D 0.66(3) 1.35(4) r.64(4' r.9q4)
0.1q4) 0.0{3) 0.06(2) 0.0qD -o.crr(4) -0.07(5) -o.6(t 0.01(s)

$ (3n'0'Ua) (9z - fu; P"- 0"= F"-0)

Fu 0.4{5) 0.34{4) 0.5q3) 0.4(2) 0.s(6) r.05(7) 1.36{4 r.55{8)
F" 0.43(3) 0.39(2) 0.63(2) 0.47(t) 0.3{4) l.l(4) r.36(4) l.6E(t

ll{s (0J/4n) 0', - Fa ; F" - 0" - 0)

4.q, s.546)
2.r6CD 2.s6(8)
r.aa r2l{l8)

0.q133(e) 0.03306(6) 0.03330(7) 0.03363(9)
0.033n(4 0.€32{0 0.03354(9) 0.03355(9)

0.0507q9) 0.05031(0 0.05026(8) 0.0490{9)
0.050st(7) 0.0501(4) 0.04935(9) 0.04153(9)

0.6531(l) 0.6$8A 0.65345(8) 0.65362(9)
0.65299(8) 0.6531(3) 0.65t6249',) 0.65376(9)

0.55(2) 0.el(2) 0.809(9) 0.79(2) r.8r{3) 22$) 2.6q3)
0.61(2) r.s3{2) 0.942.(9) 0.8e(2) 223Q) 2.7q' 3.21Q)
0.44<21 0.72{2) 0.6ED 0.6r(3) t.46<3) t.74(3) 2.rq1)
0.0{D 0.ll(l) o.ilqo 0.06(2) 'nQ) 0.34(2) 0.36(3)

-o.06(D -{.r4(r) -o.r6qo-o.l{2) 4.44{2) 4.W) 4.67(2)
-o.(D{D -{.o30) {.03(o-o.05(2) -0.01(2) 0.0q2) 0.03(3)

. @[di@ of r.fq@ de d |@ taqffir withqr frc q qyoc

.t dats @lleciim at lrE topqero eith th! qysl idilt! tb3 Eiffi fimaE.
I cmio disptomo prmcm @ mill'pfied by ld.

of those reflections found to be biase4 as stated above.
Among the tested models forconection of the entinction

effects in tle Becker & Coppens (1974) formaltsm; the
isotropic correction for a type-I crystal with a Lorentzian
mosaic-spread distribution was found to yield the be,st
results. Intensity correction-factors were in the range
l.([-l.ls, showing a ratler moderate extinction effect,
and the root-mean-squares mosaic spread was found to
fs fimited to the narrow range 43-92 seconds over the
whole temperature interval.

In the final refinementcycles, the following parameters
were simuheneously varied: the free atomic coordinates,
one scalefactor, one isotropic extinction coefficient, and
the second-, third- and fourth-rank tensor coefEcients of
atomic displacement parameters for all atoms. The
higher-order tensor coefficients obtained from the
Gram-Charlier series expansion of the probability density
were employedo as this type of analysis is universally
considered the best available treatment of anharmonic
dynamic effects (Kuhs 1988). Refined sfiucfiral prameters
are listed in Table 2.

The occupancy of the dodecahedral site was treated
as Mgo.gzFeo.05ca0.o3o following the results of the
chemical analysis.Indee4 no sisnificantdifference in the
atomic displacement parameters of the refined site was
noted by the introduction of the small amount of Fe and
Ca in the Mg position. Among the refined coefficients
for the Gram-Charlier expansion of order above two, the
Trrr,6rrrr, &:gss, and 6lrsr coefficients of Mg, the 6pzz
coefficient of Al, the nza, &zzn and Dzzncoefficients of

I t7J

Fu 0.7q3) 0.84(2) 1.6(2) 1.59(l) t57(' 3.n('
p" 0.45(4) 0.3E3) o.nG) 0.66(2) 0.61(t l.7l(O
Fu 0.06(3) 0.16(2) 0.35(2) 0.44(l) o.n{q 0.e3(6)

o

I

Pu 0.5E3)
p" 0.5E3)
p" 0.s43)
Fo 0.03(l)
fu 4.a12)
% 0.0q2)
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Frc. 1. Ratio of the figures of merit for the structure refinements performed usi-ng
third-order (111) and fourth-order (6iju) tensor coefficients (Ra) and second-order (pi;)
tensor coefficients only (Rh). The dramatic improvement of the agreement factors by the
use of anhamonic thermal tensors is evident even aJ low temperature. Open square.s (tr)
refer to RF2 factors, and solid squares (l) refer to wRF2 factors.
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FIc. 2. Variation of the fractional coordinates of oxygen with tempemture in pyrope.



Si, and the Tlr ,'h2zoh33,6rrzz and fu233 coefficients of
O were different from zero at the 2-3o confidence level.
Table I and Figure I show the reduction in the figures
of merit due to the introduction of coefEcients of order
three and four for the Gra.m{harlier expansion. It is
surprising to note that there is a significant imFrovement
in the agreement indices at low temFerature, whereas it
is normally assumed thaf anharmonic components become
important only at high temperature.

Rrsur-rs AND DrscussroN

The geometrical interpretation of the overall response
ofthe pyrope structure to temperature, as deduced by the
present neutron-diftaction study, is rather similar to the
one discussed in the previous X-ray study (Pavese et aI.
1995); it will not be treated here in detail. However, it is
importantto recal thatthe only variable cmrdinates during
therefinementae those of the oxygen atom, the cmrdinates
of the other aloms being fixed by site-symmefiy constainb.
In Figure 2, therelanive shifu inthefuactionalcoordinates
of the oxygen atom with temperafire are shown: it is evident
that the z coordinate is essentially fixed over the whole
range of temperature, the x coordinate shows a small
fluctuation only in the high-temperature rangeo and most
of the geometrical re-arrangement in the structrreis caused
by the continuous and linear decrease ofthey coordinate
with temperature. The sffi along y is direcfly related to
therotation of the Si-centeredtetrahedron andto thevolume

l0 l3

increaseof theMg-ce,ntered dodecahedron (Bom &Temann
l9&,Meagher 1975, Armbruster et aI. L992,Pavese et
aI.1995).

The focus ofthe present study is to characterize feahres
of the atomic displacements in the pyrope structure by
neutron diffraction, in order to determine the nature of
the snucu:ral disorderwithin the limits of accuracy inherent
to diffraction methods. The quality of the datacollected
for the present study is very high, and the satisfactory
overlap of the refined parameters for the experiments
perfomed atroomteryemfire, using ffierentexperimenal
setups and temperature chamberso demonstrates tle
excellent rep'roducibility of the collection and data-trcatment
procedures.

Difraction datacan givehints of subtle static disorder
effects (i.e., subsite split-atom positions) in two different
ways: (1) by showing a positive intercept at 0 K of the
best-fit line to the high-temperature atomic displacement
parameters, or (2) by showing better figures of merit for
the stuctural refinement of splifaOm models. In thepre"sent

TABLE 3. INTERCEPT AT O K OF THE LINEAR BEST FM TO
THE HIGII-TEMPEMTURE CT > 250 K) COMPONENTS
OF THE DIAGONALZED DISPLACEMENT.TENSORS
OF OXYGEN AND MAGNESITJMATOMS INPYROPE

o4€en 0'rr 0.0001q3)
orygen F', 0.00024(4)
oVgen F'o 0.00022(3)

nagaesimp',, 0.00025(0
rnagnairm p'" 0.0m{8)
magnesim p'" 0.00m{4)

O
N

? 0.@2

dt
o
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Temp (K)

Frc. 3. Temperature dependence of the components of the diagonalized tensor of second
rank of the atomic displacement of oxygen in pyrope. The lines have been obtained by
least-squares fits of the components above 250 I(
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LOL4

case, the linear interpolalion of the components of the
diagonalized second-order displacement t€nsor (p' 1) abve
293 K shows a very small positive intercept at 0 K for
the three principal components of the oxygen tensor
(Frg. 3) and for the two components of the magnesium
tensor lying in the crystallographic plane (([l) (F' rr and
B'zz: Fig. 4). Intercept values arc reported in Table 3. The
values of the intercept are sipificant at the 4o confidence
level for magnesium, and at the 4--7o confidence level
for oxygen. Although these values are rather small
straight-forward interpretation of the data would allow
for "static'o disorder in both sites. It should pointed out,
also, that based on the level of confidence, disorder on
theoxygen site is morelikely th4a 6n fts magnesium site.
This is at variance with the conclusions reached on the
basis of the cited simulations of lattice dynamics, which
invariably show abnormally low calculated atomic
displacement para:neters only on fts magnesium site. Fur-
thermore, thepositive intercepton two of the ma€nesilm
tensor components indicates that if statistical disorder is
present, then there are two possible subsite models for
the magnesium (24c) position at (O,ll4,Ll8): (1) two
maenesium sites displaced along the diad axis along the
[110] directioD, or(2) fourmagnesium sites displaced from
both diad axes on the (001) crystallographic plane. This
latter model is the one posnrlated by Pilati et aI. (1996).
Both models were tested with our data-set collected at
30 K by fixing a minimum disrrncle of 0.5 A between
the statistically occupied sites on the diad or on tle plane.

E
q 0.@4
N

6

b0

0 2@ 400 6@ 8@ 10@ 1200
Temp (K)

FIc. 4. Temperature dependence of the components of the diagonalized tensor of second rank
of the atomic displacement of magnesium in pyrope. The lines have been obtained by
least-squares fits ofthe components above 250 IC

No significant improvement was sfteined in the figures
of merit associated vrith the refinement in both case,s, with
respect to the figures of merit obtained with the one-site
model, and reported in Table 1. Tentative refinement of
a two-atom model for the oxygen position also resulted
in refinement instabilty and divergence.

Therefore, we conclude that the static disorder models
involving several magnesium sites are not supported by
the diffraction data within experimental resolution.
Furthermore, ths small positive intercept at 0 K obtained
by exhapolation of high-temperature components of the
diplacement harmonic tensor, although statistically
significant up to 7o, is not likely to be attributable to
static disorder. These conclusions agree well with those.
obteined ftom single-crystal X-ray diftaction @avese et
al. I 995), and p'rovide a robust confirmation of the vatidity
of conventional methods, where proper treatment of tle
data are used.

The diagonalized components of the second-order
tensors at low temperature (30 and 100 K: Figs. 3,4) are
much larger than expected from the linear regression
derived from the high-temperature data: this is a clear
indication of tle presence of the zero-point energy
contribution. The contribution of the zero-point motion
to tle room-temperature displacement parameters, as
evaluated from our 30 K dat4 is in the range 4A-1OVo,
and it is in agreement with previous experimental
measurements on silicates lalbite: Smith et al. (1986),
natrolite: ArnolJ et aI. (1984)1.
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Flc. 5. Temperaure dependence of the tbird-rank fr rr component of the atomic displacement
tensor of the map.esium atom in pyrope.
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Flc. 6. Temperature dependence ofthe third-ralk |r1r component ofthe afomic displacement
tensor ofthe oxygen atom in pyrope.
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Frc. 7. Temperature dependence of the fourth-rank 6rrsg
component of the atomic displacement tensor of the
magnesium atom in pyrope.

Neuhon-ditftaction data are also the main unequivo-
cal experimental proof pointing to the presence of
anharmonic vibrational effects in crystal structure,s. Since
neutron data are devoid of scattering effects due to the
distribution of electron density, the presence of non-zero
coefficients in the refinement of higher-order cumulants
of aromic displacementpmameters from neufron-djftaction
data is commonly taken as evidence of the presence of
anharmonic contribution to atomic thermal vibration.
Altlough anharmonic effects are often neglected in
crystallographic studies ofmineral structures, it is likely
that their role in determining the physical and thermo-
dynamic properties of minerals is more important than
generally believed. In fact, the structure of several
minerals shrdid in detail athigh temp€rafirre [e.9., anorthite:
Ghose et aI. (1993), sodalite: McMullan et al. (1996)l
shows the clear presence of anharmonic contributions
to atomic thermal vibrations.

h pyrop", the refined coefficients ofthe third-rank
(Yi.d and fourth-rank (61ifl tensors are surprisingly small
for all atoms in the whole range of explored temperatures.
Only a few coefficients of the third-rank tensor are
systematically significant at high temperature, and show
a consistent trend in all data-sets above 700 K, namely
the]113 coefficientof Mg @g.5) andtheYrtr coefficient
of O (Fig. 6). Although significant at the 3o confidence
level, thetendof thesenon-zero coefficients is aplausible
indication that anharmonic components contribute to the
thermal energy of magnesium and oxygen atoms in
the high-temperature range. This is in agreementwith the
non-zero |rr component of Mg found by the previous
X-ray analysis (Pavese et al. 1995). The fourth-order 61 133
coefficient of Mg also shows the same trend at high
temperature (Frg. 7).
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Several of the refined high-order coefficients of the
oxygen atom present a very unusual behavior: they are
invariably negligible within enon in the room-temperature
rangq whereas they seem to be non-zero atlow temperafirre
(6 rrsr: Fig. 8), or at low and high tamperuture (^{zz2and

Y:sg: Fig. 9j. Thie y222 and T333 coefEcients in particular
present an antithetic dependence in temperature, with a
change in sign bef'ileen the low- and high-temperature
regions. The behavior ofthe 1-expansion terms could be
related to the positional shift ofthe oxygen atom discussed
above: the correlation between the sffi in the.t coordinate
(Frg. 2) and the increase in the 1111 coefficient (Ftg. 6)
is particularly striking. Besides the change in sign, the
presence ofnon-zero components at low temperature is
especially puzding, since in this temperature region the
anharmonic contribution should in principle be absent or
minimal. Thepresenceofthenon-zerohigh-orderptramet€rs
on the oxygen atom produce a substantial improvement
in the overall figure of merit (Fig. 1) of the low-tempelature
refinements.

It is of course unreasonable to expect significant
anharmonic vibrations in the low-temperature range,
especially in a structure that shows very liffle anharmonic
conhibution even athigh temperaure, as discussed above.
It is also very unlikely thatthese coefficients are indicative
of multiple-site positions on the orygen site, as the exbzusive
analysis of the structure presented here fails to indicate
compelling evidence of site disonder on the oxygen position:
(1) the 0 K intercepts shown in Figure 3 are marginally
significan! as discussed above, (2) refinement of multiple
positions at the oxygen si[e could not converge to a stable
crystal-chemical model an4 finally, (3) the shape of the
atomic displacement ellipsoid corresponding to the

5 x  1  0 - 6
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Ftc. 8. Temperature dependence of the fourth-rank 6zz::
component of the atomic displacement tensor of the oxygen
atom in pyrope.
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second-rank tensor at 30 K is nearly isotropic, with very
si mi 121 mean-square-displacement axial c-omponents
(<u2rr> = 0.0M0 42, <rtzzz> = 0.0037 A2o <sztt,
= 0.0034 Az), indicating that the presence of multiple
positions being averaged by the refined one-atom oxygen
site is most unlikely.

CoNcLusroNs

The present shrdy ofthe strucurre ofpyrope-rich gamet
using single-crystal neutron-diftaction data over a wide
range of temperature (3G-1173 K) compleme,lrts aprrevious
study performed by single-crystal X-ray analysis @avese
a aI L99fl .Webelieve thatthese two investigations, caried
outwith stare-of-the-artinsftNnentafion and daA-processing
procedures, explore the limils of the information to be
gained on pyrope by diftaction techniques at the present
time.

These studies clearly indicate that an anharmonic
contribution to the thermal vib'rarion of the Mg and O sites
is presentaboveT@ K The anharmonic effectis, however,
very weak, and certainly much lower than expected,
especially for the Mg cation, which is a relatively small
ion exhibiting alarge harmonic anisotropic motion inside
the dodecahedral cavity.

The diftaction rlata fail to detect any evidence of subsite
disorder on the magnesi'm or on the oxygen positions.
In facq in addition to other indirect evidence, any attempt
to refine split-atom models hns not been supported by the
low-temperature neutron-diffraction data-sets.

t0l7

The puzding presence of non-zero coefficients of the
high-ordertensors ofalomic displacement on the oxygen
site at low temperafurg not directly related to anharmonic
motion ormultiple crystallographic sites, is derrment€d.
The effect may be related to the previously reported
anomalies in the low-temperalure heaf capacity of pyrope,
and to the failure to correctly reproduce tie atomic
displacement pararneters by simulations of lanice dynamics.
These features may be due to the presence oflocal defects
or short-range order, not detected by volume-sampling
diffraction methods.
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